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Abstract: In China, 10% of medical resource are general hospital which treat 86% patients. This will lead the health resources 

in these hospitals become insufficient and exhaust, even if the resources in other hospitals idle. Previous studies have indicated 

that the scattering resource systems will result in significant imbalances if it lacks stable and effective match. To deal with 

Two-Sided Matching (TSM) problem in hierarchical medical system, a matching decision-making approach based on multiple 

scenarios was proposed. The algorithm was designed to adapt four kinds of scenarios, it analyzed multi-context matching 

satisfaction degree of these cooperation situations in different forms of environment respectively and specifically．By comparing 

the examples, the multi - scenario dynamic matching method is superior to the random matching algorithm and the “F-Y” 

algorithm (improved G - S algorithm), and it is effective to obtain the stable and feasible solution. This paper showed a 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching algorithm for hierarchical treatment system by modifying comprehensive satisfaction 

integration function and differential adjustment function. This paper concentrated on the stability and total satisfaction goals of 

system matching. This method serves as a decision-making reference for the bilateral matching encountered in the problem of 

“hierarchical treatment system” around the world. 
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1. Introduction 

Medical administration departments around the world are 

facing increasing pressure to improve the quantity and quality 

of healthcare services. "Availability" of medical resources is 

an important aspect of social medical treatment goals, 

especially in rapidly urbanized countries or regions. The 

contradiction between supply and demand of medical 

resources is mainly reflected in quantity shortage and 

improper allocation. In response to the increasingly severe 

supply and demand situation of medical resources, some 

developed countries adopt the "three-level medical service 

network (UK)" and "family doctor (Japan)" and other forms of 

Hierarchical Treatment System (HTS) to improve the 

efficiency of medical resources utilization. In 2015, the 

Chinese government promulgated the Guiding Opinions on 

Promoting the Construction of the Classification and 

Treatment System. It aims to deepen the reform of the medical 

and health system, effectively allocate medical resources and 

promote the equalization of basic medical and health services 

[1].  

Since its introduction around 2007, much has been written 

on the requirements and implications of HTS. The results 

show that the medical service resource market is a complex 

bilateral market with multiple attributes and non-affiliated 

platforms. The validity of the bilateral matching decision 

among the participating subjects is the prerequisite for the 

optimal allocation of medical resources [2]. However, one 
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subject appears to have drawn less attention and that is the 

optimal allocation of medical resources under different 

scenarios. Exactly, previous studies take little account about 

the different priorities and influences of medical service 

resources subjects when they were participating in the 

cooperative game. 

According to the collected data from China Government, 

the Chinese government has invested a lot of money (more 

than 3 trillion RMB, from 2009 to 2015) on health care in 

recent years, and it has significantly increased the supply of 

hospitals, doctors and other medical resources. For example, 

at November 2016, the total number of registered hospitals in 

China came up to 28751 from 19822 in 2008. The results 

show that the Chinese government has done most of the 

measures it can do, and the number of per capita medical 

resources is growing rapidly, the data close to moderately 

developed countries such as Italy, Spain, Japan and South 

Korea (Department of Health Statistics, 2016). However, 

increasing numbers of patients visiting hospitals every year 

(total attendance has risen at 7.8 billion in 2016 according to 

Chinese Health and Family Planning Development Statistical 

Bulletin (2017)), and evidences of some hospitals taking 

special actions to avoid overcrowding while other hospital's 

medical resources are often idle, suggests that optimal 

allocation of medical resources is still a high priority. 

Utilization rate of all medical resources exhibit 

number-dependent behavior; that is, the patient arrival rate 

changes. The volume of patients is also likely to vary in 

different hospitals, but the number of medical resources 

supply cannot change flexibly in a short time. Under the 

condition that patients never made any reservations and the 

influence power of decision-making is variable, the patient 

quantity volume will becomes very large without any signs 

and the medical resources service capacity is insufficient, the 

service level of hospitals will be obviously weakened and 

other hospitals without the patient will become idle. The 

purpose is to determine the optimal match between Superior 

hospitals, Subordinate hospitals, and patients so as to meet the 

largest resource utilization and highest total system 

satisfaction in different scenes.  

2. Related Works 

To establish a service system with time-varying 

requirements is a major challenge, the traditional matching 

theory cannot be directly applied to this type of system as the 

main parameters (mainly the satisfaction matrix) are often 

change in dynamic and random way, so the matching system 

cannot get stable matching results. It has attracted a significant 

researches over the last two decades, and many approaches 

have been developed [3, 4].  

The aim of the matching decision-making method is to 

focus on matching pricing decision and matching stability, 

improving the willingness and management effect of the 

bilateral market matching. Rochet and Tirole (2008) proposed 

a bilateral market matching price equilibrium condition: when 

fixed costs and benefits do not exist, the price structure must 

be satisfied:	− ��������	
�� = �

��; when the royalty does not exist, 

the price structure must satisfy: − ������	
�� = �

�� [5]. Boudreau 

(2014) analyzed the four factors of bilateral market matching 

pricing decision: bilateral market price elasticity, network 

externality intensity, single attribution and multi-attribution 

and product differentiation [6]. Ingolfsson (2010) proposed a 

vertical bilateral market matching price strategy, Feldman 

(2008) obtained the pricing model of the bilateral market 

matching when the participants were unequal [7]. In the 

specific application areas, bilateral market matching pricing 

decision research has also become a hot topic, as the 

e-commerce platform pricing [8], renewable energy power 

system pricing [9], self-media social platform Pricing [10], 

bilateral pricing model decision in media [11].  

In the stable matching scheme, the matching relationship 

between the matching subjects can be maintained and the 

efficiency of the bilateral market is improved. Many studies 

are designed to find the it, Ashlagi (2011) used a fixed point 

theory to obtain a stable match, and pointed out that the 

bilateral match is Knaster-Tarski fixed point problem, rather 

the bilateral matching is Kakutani fixed point problem [12]. 

Sarne and Kraus (2008) [13] found a way to improve the 

efficiency of the stable matching algorithm. Munro (2006) [14] 

proved that even if the matching subject's score and preference 

order are consistent with stable marriage matching problems, 

it is still a strong NP-hard problem. 

The matching algorithms are covering a wide range, such as 

the linear programming model in the marriage match; 

Gale-Shapley algorithm to solve the problem of student 

enrollment matching [15-17]. The stable matching algorithm 

is solved by using the graph theory [18], exactly by setting the 

stable distribution of the irreversible utility and the 

transferable utility in the stable matching structure. Using the 

Hospital-Resident algorithm to solve the optimal stability of 

1-n bilateral matching [19]. More stable matching results can 

be obtained based on the recursive algorithm of the 

Break-marring operator [20]. The improved matching 

decision algorithm includes the cumulative foreground theory 

decision algorithm [21], multi-objective optimization based 

on perceptual utility [22], Path-Relinking process of greedy 

random adaptation Algorithm [4], stakeholder preference 

fusion algorithm [23]. 

Participants of the medical resources bilateral-market, the 

abilities and preferences are dynamically adjusted, so the 

system matching is instable and to find a stable matching is 

very difficult. Traditional static matching models and 

algorithms cannot adapt to dynamic changes and meet the 

optimization goals. It is noteworthy that the rapid growth of 

medical demands and increasingly inadequate medical 

resources are the main reasons which leading to excessive 

load in hospitals. However, based on the survey data in 

Chinese hospitals, the matching efficiency between patients 

and hospitals is the main reason leading to unbalanced 

utilization of medical resources, then it led to excessive load 

of some hospitals. Optimization of medical resource matching 

model will significantly improve the efficiency of medical 
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resources utilization. In comparison to the unrestricted 

increase in therapeutic resources, this is likely to be a much 

more cost-effective solution [24]. 

The paper is organized as follows. A generic 

patient-hospital (P-H) model is discussed in Section 3. The 

comprehensive satisfaction matrix calculation is explained in 

Section 4, especially included the multi-context of 

comprehensive satisfaction; and is designed the model 

solution and decision-making steps in Section 5. This is 

followed by the case study and discussions, conclusions in 

section 6 - 7. 

3. Definitions 

In the hierarchical treatment system, medical resources can 

be divided into two categories: Superior hospital collection A, 

Subordinate hospital collection B. When the patient is ill, he 

first went to Subordinate Hospital B for initial treatment. If the 

condition cannot be healed in the Subordinate hospital B, he 

will go to Superior hospital A to find the appropriate referral 

recipient by matching the platform. Superior hospital A will 

determine whether to accept a referral request based on its 

own medical capacity and service resource constraints. If it is 

not acceptable, subordinate hospital B will need to select 

another Superior hospital A again as a referral hospital until a 

satisfactory match is obtained. The goal is to meet the overall 

satisfaction of the decision-making of the bilateral market, and 

obtain the global optimal stable matching scheme [25]. 

Superior hospital collectionA = �A�, A�, ⋯ , A�� , A�  is a 

subject in A, I = �1,2, ⋯ , m�, i ∈ I . Subordinate hospital 

collection B = �B�, B�, ⋯ , B�� , B�  is a subject in B, J =�1,2, ⋯ , n�, j ∈ J. The number of B subjects can be accepted 

by A� is s�, and ∑ s��$� � = s, every B� can match only 1 A�. 
Without loss of general, let 2 % s % n , and then build a 

typical 1-n matching problem, displayed in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. 1-n Bilateral Matching. 

R is the preference order matrix given by the set A for the 

main set B, R = 'r��)�*�, r�� is the preference order given by A� for B�, that is, in the order of precedence, B� is ranked the r��	in preference sequence of A�, r�� ∈ I. Similarly, T is the 

preference order matrix given by the set B for the main set A, T = 't��)�*�, t�� is the preference order given byB� for A�, t�� ∈ J. In order to achieve the stable matching, Roth A E (1985) 

given the definition as follows [15]: 

Definition 1. 1-n bilateral matching  

Mapping µ: μ: A⋃B → B⋃A, ∀	A� ∈ A, 	B� ∈ B,  the 

following conditions are satisfied, the mapping is 1-n bilateral 

matching.  

1) μ2A�3 ∈ B ∪ �A��; 

2) μ�B�	 ∈ A ∪ 5B�6; 

3) If μ2A�3 = 5	B��, ⋯ , 	B�786 , and �j1, ⋯ , js�� ∈ J , 

thenμ�	B��	 = A�, ⋯ μ�	B�78	 = A�; 
4）If μ�B�	 = A�, then B� ∈ μ2A�3; 

5）∀	i, l ∈ I, i : l, μ2A�3⋂μ2A<3 = ∅. 

Definition 2. Matching scheme 

If μ2A�3 = B� , then A� ∈ μ�B�	 , call μ��A�, 	B�	  as μ-matched subject pair; if μ�B�	 ∉ A , then μ�B�	 = B� , B� 
did not find the appropriate A to match, call μ��	B�, 	B�	 as the μ -unmatched subject. All μ -matched subject pairs and μ -unmatched subjects constitute matching scheme θ , θ = μ� ∪ μ� , μ� = 5A�, B@2�3|i ∈ I6 , μ� = BB�, B�|j ∈
J\�f213, f223, … f2m3�F, f2i3 ∈ J, ∀	k, l ∈ I, k : l, f2k3 : f2l3.  

Definition 3. Hinder matching pair 

For 1-n bilateral matching, if the H-matched subject pair 

satisfies any of the following conditions, and then it is a hinder 

matching pair: 

1) ∃	JK , JL ∈ J, 	MN , 	MO ∈ M, H2JK3 = MO, H2JL3 =MN ,	PKN Q PKO  and RKN Q RLN; 

2) ∃	JK ∈ J, 	MN , 	MO ∈ M, H2JK3 = MO , H�MN	 =MN ,and	PKN Q PKO; 

3) ∃	JK , JL ∈ J, 	MN ∈ M, H2JL3 = MN , H2JK3 = JK, 
and	RKN Q RLN; 

4) ∃	JK ∈ J, 	MN ∈ M, H2JK3 = JK, H�	MN	 = 	MN . 

Definition 4: Stable matching scheme 

For 1-n bilateral matching, if hinder matching pair does not 

exist, then it is a stable matching scheme. 

There are many differences among hospitals in facilities, 

service level, management mechanism, profit distribution 

and other aspects, and these differences are 

low-standardization, so evaluation value cannot be 

determined by quantitative methods directly. Taking into 

account the competition - cooperation relationship between 

different medical resources providers, it is a general and 

feasible measure to use satisfaction method to get 

satisfaction. In the relevant studies, the satisfaction is a 

mathematical transformation based on the strict preference 

order, provided that the preference order is strict and 

invariant. In the relevant studies, the strict preference order 

is the basis for mathematical transformation, and the 

preference order is strict and invariant. In addition, the 

difference sizes between preference values did not get 

attention. The method of weight determining is mainly 

based on qualitative analysis [13]. There is little 

equilibrium analysis of the preference values in different 
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contexts. For all of these reasons, most of the matching 

results are quite different from the realities. The first 

problem be solved in this paper is to obtain variable 

comprehensive satisfaction matrix and weight matrix in 

multiple contexts.  

4. Model Establishment 

4.1. Split Process 

In 1-n matching, the number of B subjects can be accepted 

by the subject JK  is SK . So JK  can be split into SK  virtual 

entities	5JK�, JK�, ⋯ , JKT�6, and they have the same preference. 

For any virtual subjectJKU� , the number of objects can be 

matched is 1 (1 ≤ VK ≤ SK). After transformation, A is written 

as JW, as follows: 

JW =
XYY
Z
YY[

'J��, J��, ⋯ , J�T\)]	S�	⋮	⋮	'JK�, JK�, ⋯ , JKT�)]	SK⋮	⋮	'J_� , J_� , ⋯ , J_T`)]	S_

            (1) 

ab  is preference order matrix of JW, ab = cPKU�NdT×e, PKU�N is 

the preference order given by JKU� for B�, 1 ≤ VK ≤ SK . 

JW =
XYY
Z
YY[

'J��, J��, ⋯ , J�T\)]	S�	⋮	⋮	'JK�, JK�, ⋯ , JKT�)]	SK⋮	⋮	'J_� , J_� , ⋯ , J_T`)]	S_

             (2) 

4.2. Unilateral Satisfaction Matrix 

Unilateral satisfaction formula as follows: 

fKN = g1 PKNh ijk , l ∈ m; 	o ∈ p           (3) 

qKN = g1 RKNh ijr , l ∈ m; 	o ∈ p           (4) 

In order to prevent the occurrence of 0 elements, the 

modified unilateral satisfaction formula is as follows: 

fKN = s �t�� + ��_vjk , l ∈ m; 	o ∈ p           (5) 

qKN = s �w�� + ��evjr , l ∈ m; 	o ∈ p           (6) 

According to the split process of JK described above: 

PKN = PK�N = PK�N =, ⋯ , = PKU�N =, ⋯ , = PKT�N 	l ∈ m; 	1 ≤ VK ≤ SK ; 	o ∈ p 

RKN = RK�N = RK�N =, ⋯ , = RKU�N =, ⋯ , = RKT�N 	l ∈ m; 	1 ≤ VK ≤ SK ; 	o ∈ p 

Based on the unilateral satisfaction formula, ∀	i ∈ I, 1 ≤δ� ≤ s�, j ∈ J,	0 < ε ≤ 1, 

fK�N = fK�N =, ⋯ , = fKU�N =, ⋯ , = fKT�N = s �t�� + ��Tvjk 	  (7) 

qK�N = qK�N =, ⋯ , = qKU�N =, ⋯ , = qKT�N = s �w�� + ��evjr
   (8) 

The α�|8 �and	β�|8 � satisfies the following equations:  

1) 0 < α�|8 � ≤ 1,0 < β�|8 � ≤ 1; 

2) 	∀	j, k ∈ J , if r�|8 � < r�|8~ , then α�|8 � > α�|8~ ;∀	i ∈ I; 	1 ≤δ� ≤ s�, if t�|8 � < t<�, then β�|8 � > β<�. 
3) Descent speed of subject satisfaction will be faster when 

ε becomes larger. 

After got the unilateral satisfaction matrix, two questions 

need to be considered:  

First, the differences of preference value in other subject’s 

view. When it is a very large, indicates the subject is 

controversial and should pay attention on it.  

Second, the difference between unilateral satisfactions 

within each other, such as fKU�N and qKU�N . If �fKU�N − qKU�N� is 

very large, that will indicate the difference between mutual 

recognition is great. If these two subjects compose a matching 

pairs, it will easy have a "unilateral psychological gap" and 

weaken the stability of matching. This paper use weights to 

solve these two problems.  

4.3. Influence Weight 

According to the definition of the average information 

"entropy" by Shannon's Theorem, the satisfaction coefficient 

of the same subject (such asJKU�) in other subjects (such asMN) 

can determine Influence weight.  

Step 1. Calculate the satisfaction of entropy.  

Calculate the specific gravity �KU�N� , ∀	l ∈ m; 	1 ≤ VK ≤ SK ,  

�KU�N� = �����∑ ��������\ , qKU�N > 0, ∑ qKU�NeN$� > 0;    (9) 

Get the entropy of preference sequence �KU�� . 

�KU�� = −� ∑ �KU�N��� g�KU�N�ieN$�         (10) 

If ∀	o ∈ p , �KU�N� = 1 �h , then it’s information will be 
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minimum, and the "entropy" will reach the maximum 1. It can 

be seen, � = �Le	e, and get the following equals: 

�KU�� = − �Le	e ∑ �KU�N��� g�KU�N�ieN$�        (11) 

As the same way, can get �N�. 

�N� = − �Le	T ∑ ∑ �KU�N��� g�KU�N�iT�U�$�_K$�      (12) 

Step 2. Calculate the difference coefficient ∀	i ∈ I, 1 ≤ δ� ≤ s�, j ∈ J, e�|8� can represent its rarity and 

information content. Then use difference coefficient to 

express this.  

g�� = 1 − e��, g�|8� = 1 − e�|8�, i ∈ I; 	1 ≤ δ� ≤ s�; j ∈ J; 
Step 3. Calculate the influence weight 

Normalization of the difference coefficient, then get the 

influence weight.  

�KU� = �����∑ ∑ ����������\�̀�\              (13) 

w� = ���∑ ������\ 	                (14) 

4.4. Comprehensive Satisfaction in Multiple Situations 

This paper use comprehensive satisfaction integration 

functionτ(∙) and difference adjustment function φ(∙) to react 

the difference between unilateral satisfactions within each 

other in this part. The sum of τ(∙) and φ(∙) is comprehensive 

satisfaction of H gJKU� , 	MNi , write as �KU�N , then get the 

comprehensive satisfaction matrix Θ . τ(∙)  is a strictly 

increasing function, which increases with two sides' unilateral 

matching satisfaction. φ(∙) is a decreasing function, and it 

change with the absolute difference of unilateral satisfaction 

between two sides.  

In the hierarchical treatment system, there are four possible 

scenarios:  

Scenario 1. Superior hospitals have an overwhelming 

influence on matching 

The comprehensive satisfaction mainly decided by superior 

hospitals. 

τ(∙)(�) = α�|8 ��8�8 , φ(∙)(�) = |α�|8 � − β�|8 �|�g�8�8i
 

σ�|8 �(�) = α�|8 ��8�8 + |α�|8 � − β�|8 �|�g�8�8i
       (15) 

Scenario 2. Subordinate hospitals have an overwhelming 

influence on matching 

The comprehensive satisfaction mainly decided by 

subordinate hospitals. 

τ(∙)(¡) = β�|8 ��� , φ(∙)(¡) = |α�|8 � − β�|8 �|����	 
σ�|8 �(¡) = β�|8 ��� + |α�|8 � − β�|8 �|����	        (16) 

Scenario 3. Initiate a partnership 

The comprehensive satisfaction is synthesized by bilateral 

market. 

τ(∙)(¢) = α�|8 ��8�8 + β�|8 ��� , φ(∙)(¢) = |α�|8 � − β�|8 �|�£��¤g�8�8 ,��i¥
 

σ�|8 �(¢) = α�|8 ��8�8 + β�|8 ��� + |α�|8 � − β�|8 �|�£��¤g�8�8 ,��i¥
                          (17) 

Scenario 4. Relationship is stable and balanced 

The comprehensive satisfaction is obtained by means of balanced coordination. 

τ(∙)(¦) = α�|8 ��� + β�|8 ��8�8 , φ(∙)(¦) = |α�|8 � − β�|8 �|�£��¤g�8�8 ,��i¥
 

σ�|8 �(¦) = α�|8 ��� + β�|8 ��8�8 + |α�|8 � − β�|8 �|�£��¤g�8�8 ,��i¥
  (18) 

In the above four scenarios, the comprehensive satisfaction 

matrix Θ will be normalize to obtain the weight matrix W, 

and w�|8 � is the weight of A�|8  and B�  matching pair in the 

bipartite graph, the formula is: 

w�|8 � = σ�|8 � 	σ�|8 ��,|8,���¤¨ 	i ∈ I; 	1 ≤ δ� ≤ s�; 	j ∈ J     (19) 

5. Algorithm 

5.1. Solving Methods 

Based on definition 1-4, the stable matching constraint can 

be obtained. Optimize target, and the optimization target is the 

maximum total number of matching bimodal, the optimization 

model is as follows: 

max 	 Z = ∑ ∑ ∑ σ�|8 �	x�|8 ���$�78|8$���$�           (20) 

s. t. 
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 x�|8 �
�

�$�
	 = 1	i ∈ I, 1 % δ� % s�; 

  x�|8 �
78

|8$�

�

�$�
% 1	j ∈ J; 

x�|8 � u  x�|8~
~:	®8�8¯°®8�8�

u  x<�
<:	±²�°	±8�8�

³ 1; 	i ∈ I, 1 % δ� % s�; 	j ∈ J 

x�|8 � = 0,1	i ∈ I; 	1 % δ� % s�; 	j ∈ J 
And x�|8 � is a 0-1 variable, x�|8 � = ´1, A�|8 = μ�B�		

0, A�|8 : μ�B�	 . 

In the model, the optimization result is the maximum 

matching of bipartite graph. The constraint (20) shows that 

any subject A�78  only can match with 1 subject in set B, 

constraint shows that any subject B� can only match with 1 

subject in set Aµ . In Figure 1, all vertices of set A is 

fully-saturated matching point, and only part of set B’s are 

fully-saturated matching points. Eq. (20) is stable matching 

constraints, all columns and rows including	¶KU�N , matching 

pair H gJKU� , MNi. In all the preference value of JKU� is better 

than PKU�N  and all the preference value of MN  is better than	RKU�N, 

there must be at least one set of matching pair, so as to 

eliminate hinder matching pairs. The constraint (20) indicates 

whether any subject	JKT� is connected to vertex of subject	MN , 

connected is 1, not is 0. The above is an integer programming 

model, which can be solved by LINGO software. If the 

problem is large, it can be solved by genetic algorithm. 

5.2. Decision making Steps 

Step 1. Get the preference order matrix based on preference 

value. 

Step 2. Adding the virtual subject element to built	JW, and 

then converting the 1-n matching problem into the 1-1 

matching problem. 

Step 3. Get the unilateral satisfaction matrix, the entropy 

value, the difference coefficient and the influence weight 

according to the formulas 1 to 4. 

Step 4. Use the formula 15-19 to calculate the 

comprehensive satisfaction, and get the ownership matrix. 

Step 5. Establish model (20), solve and get the optimal 

matching scheme. 

Step 6. Discuss the matching satisfaction in different modes. 

6. Case Study and Discussions 

6.1. Case Study 

To test this approach, the information provided in the 7-day 

questionnaire conducted by 3 Tertiary Hospitals and 7 

community hospitals in Changsha city, P. R. China. Tertiary 

Hospital is superior hospital, and a community hospital is 

subordinate hospital. Based on the survey data, daily arrivals 

in Tertiary Hospitals (average) are as high as 8043 persons; 

however, the daily arrivals in Community Hospitals are only 

976 persons, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. In contrast to the 

above data, the average daily arrivals are quite different in 

terms of Tertiary Hospitals and Community Hospitals. Daily 

transfers from Community Hospital are illustrated in Figure 4, 

and daily accept transfers by Tertiary Hospital are showed in 

Figure 5. As there did not establish a strict and exclusive 

referral system within the 10 hospitals, the daily total turnover 

quantity is not equal to the number of transfer.  

 
Figure 2. Daily Arrivals in Tertiary Hospitals. 
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Figure 3. Daily Arrivals in Community Hospitals. 

 

Figure 4. Daily Transfers Accepted by Tertiary Hospitals. 

 
Figure 5. Daily Transfers from Community Hospitals. 
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To improve the using efficient of medical resources, the 

regional government has carry out hierarchical diagnosis and 

treatment cooperation. The hospitals are numbered as follows: 

tertiary hospitals (J�, J�, J·)  and community hospitals (M�, M�, M·, M¸, M¹, Mº , M»). The number of MN  subjects can be 

accepted by JK is estimated by hospitals management experts 

and the numbers are assumed to be 2, 3, 1.  

To test and verify the advantage of stabilizing performance 

using this algorithm, the simulation calculation was compared 

with the stochastic matching algorithm, the strict matching 

method based on the partial preference information 

(abbreviated as “F-Y” algorithm) and the multi - scenario 

dynamic matching method proposed in this paper are adopted. 

Superior hospitals determine the order of subordinate hospitals 

in strict order as follows: medical data integrity, delivery 

timeliness, physical distance, medical data accuracy and other 

indicators, set strict order of subordinate hospitals as in Table 1. 

On the other hand, subordinate hospitals determine the strict 

order of superior hospitals in according to the following aspects: 

technical training, benefit distribution, physical distance, 

information system and other indicators, set it in Table 2. 

Table 1. Strict order of subordinate hospitals. 

Superior hospitals Strict order J� M» ≻ 	 M¹ ≻ M· ≻ Mº ≻ M� ≻ M¸ ≻ M� J� M� ≻ 	 M· ≻ Mº ≻ M¹ ≻ M¸ ≻ M� ≻ M» J· M¹ ≻ 	 Mº ≻ M¸ ≻ M� ≻ M· ≻ M» ≻ M� 

 

Table 2. Strict order of superior hospitals. 

Subordinate hospitals Strict order M� J� ≻ 	 J· ≻ J� M� J� ≻ 	 J� ≻ J· M· J· ≻ 	 J� ≻ J� M¸ J· ≻ J� ≻ 	 J� M¹ J� ≻ 	 J· ≻ J� Mº J� ≻ 	 J� ≻ J· M» J� ≻ 	 J· ≻ J� 

Step 1. Get the preference order matrix based on preference 

value. 

R = ½ B� B� B· B¸ B¹ Bº B»A� 7 5 3 6 2 4 1A� 1 6 2 5 4 3 7A· 4 7 5 3 1 2 6 Ã 

T = ½ B� B� B· B¸ B¹ Bº B»A� 3 2 3 2 3 2 1A� 1 1 2 3 1 1 3A· 2 3 1 1 2 3 2 Ã 

Step 2. Adding the virtual subject element to built	JW, and 

then converting the 1-n matching problem into the 1-1 

matching problem. Considering the degree of preference 

change in superior hospitals and subordinate hospitals, let 	ÄÅ = 0.6, ÄÆ = 0.5 , and obtain the unilateral satisfaction 

matrix A and Β. JW = ÇJ��, J��, J�� , J��, J�·, J·�È 

É = cfKU�Ndº×» =
ÊËË
ËËÌ
0.41 0.47 0.59 0.44 0.72 0.52 1.050.41 0.47 0.59 0.44 0.72 0.52 1.051.05 0.44 0.72 0.47 0.52 0.59 0.411.05 0.44 0.72 0.47 0.52 0.59 0.411.05 0.44 0.72 0.47 0.52 0.59 0.410.52 0.41 0.47 0.59 1.05 0.72 0.44ÎÏÏ

ÏÏÐ 

Ñ = cqKU�Ndº×» =
ÊËË
ËËÌ
0.64 0.76 0.64 0.76 0.64 0.76 1.040.64 0.76 0.64 0.76 0.64 0.76 1.041.04 1.04 0.76 0.64 1.04 1.04 0.641.04 1.04 0.76 0.64 1.04 1.04 0.641.04 1.04 0.76 0.64 1.04 1.04 0.640.76 0.64 1.04 1.04 0.76 0.64 0.76ÎÏÏ

ÏÏÐ 
Step 3. Get the unilateral satisfaction matrix, the entropy value, the difference coefficient and the influence weight according to 

the formulas 1 to 4. ���� = 	 ���� = 0.9925,	���� = ���� = ���· = 0.9887,	�·�� = 0.9906; 

Ó��� = 	 Ó��� = 0.0075,	Ó��� = Ó��� = Ó��· = 0.0113,	Ó·�� = 0.0094; 

���� = 	 ���� = 0.1280,	���� = ���� = ���· = 0.1940,	�·�� = 0.1619; 

��� = 0.9780, ��� = 0.7938, �·� = 0.9525, �¸� = 0.8267, �¹� = 0.9636, �º� = 0.9196, �»� = 0.8985, Ó�� = 0.0220, Ó�� = 0.2062, Ó·� = 0.0475, Ó¸� = 0.1733, Ó¹� = 0.0361, Óº� = 0.0804, Ó»� = 0.1015, 
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��� = 0.0330, ��� = 0.3091, �·� = 0.0712, �¸� = 0.2598, �¹� = 0.0542, �º� = 0.1205, �»� = 0.1522, 
Step 4. Use the formula 15-19 to calculate the comprehensive satisfaction and get the ownership matrix. 

Scenario (a): Comprehensive satisfaction Θ(�) = Ôσ�|8 �(�)Õº×» 

Θ(Ö) = Ô�KU�N(Ö)Õº×» =
ÊËË
ËËÌ
2.1008 2.0805 2.41982.1008 2.0805	 2.41983.3071 1.9550 2.8939	2.0553 2.3231 2.11952.0553 2.3231 2.11952.2809 2.0164 2.0744	2.72592.72592.17673.3071 1.9550 2.89393.3071 1.9550 2.89392.1575 2.1353 1.9814	2.2809 2.0164 2.07442.2809 2.0164 2.07442.0582 2.2245 2.4261	2.17672.17672.0749ÎÏÏ

ÏÏÐ 
Similarly, the comprehensive satisfaction matrix for scenario (b, c, d) can be obtained: 

Θ()=
ÊËË
ËËÌ
2.0423 2.3653 2.15802.0423 2.3653 2.15802.1828 2.1725 2.1883	2.3225 2.2956 2.02802.3225 2.2956 2.02802.5766 2.0886 2.0203	3.05703.05702.21132.1828 2.1725 2.18832.1828 2.1725 2.18832.1575 2.4239 2.0330	2.5766 2.0886 2.02032.5766 2.0886 2.02032.2835 2.1291 2.0489	2.21132.21132.1653ÎÏÏ

ÏÏÐ 

Θ(�)=
ÊËË
ËËÌ
3.0833 3.2736 3.39583.0833 3.2736 3.39584.3084 3.0227 3.8789	3.2220 3.2689 3.11293.2220 3.2689 3.11293.4393 3.0206 3.0753	4.06324.06323.10334.3084 3.0227 3.87894.3084 3.0227 3.87893.1466 3.2910 2.9832	3.4393 3.0206 3.07533.4393 3.0206 3.07533.2029 3.1906 3.4154	3.10333.10333.0407ÎÏÏ

ÏÏÐ 

Θ(×)=
ÊËË
ËËÌ
3.1179 3.2098 3.40073.1179 3.2098 3.40074.3063 2.9519 3.8846	3.1482 3.2685 3.14953.1482 3.2685 3.14953.4165 3.1789 3.1662	4.06374.06373.11244.3063 2.9519 3.88464.3063 2.9519 3.88463.1883 3.2479 3.0609	3.4165 3.1789 3.16623.4165 3.1789 3.16623.1342 3.1789 3.3990	3.11243.11243.0368ÎÏÏ

ÏÏÐ 
Step 5. Establish model (7), solve and get the optimal matching scheme. 

Step 6. Discuss the matching satisfaction in different modes. 

According to the comprehensive satisfaction matrix under different scenarios, establish model and solve it, and get the 

matching result of multi-scenarios dynamic matching algorithm. Similarly, according to the random matching algorithm and the 

“F-Y” algorithm can get the matching results. The above results are summarized, show in Table 3-6. 

Table 3. Comparison the results of matching algorithms in Scenario (a). 

Algorithms 

Results 

Random matching 

algorithm 

"F-Y" algorithm (ØÙ = Ú, ØÛ = Ü) 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching 

algorithm (without stability constraints) 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching 

algorithm (with stability constraints) 

Matching 

(A�� , B�); (A�� , B»); (A�� , B¹); (A�� , B·); (A�· , B�); (A·� , Bº) (M¸, M¸) 

(A�� , B»); (A�� , B�); (A�� , B·); (A�� , B�); (A�· , Bº); (A·� , B¹) (M¸, M¸) 

(A�� , B¹); (A�� , B»); (A�� , B¸); (A�� , B�); (A�· , B·); (A·� , Bº) (B�, B�) 

(A�� , B�); (A�� , B»); (A�� , B�); (A�� , B·); (A�· , Bº); (A·� , B¹) (B¸, B¸) 
Stable or not No Yes No Yes 

Total satisfaction 14.1181 15.3063 15.9570 15.3063 

Table 4. Comparison the results of matching algorithms in Scenario (b). 

Algorithms 

Results 

Random matching 

algorithm 

"F-Y" algorithm (ØÙ = Ú, ØÛ = Ü) 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching 

algorithm (without stability constraints) 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching 

algorithm (with stability constraints) 

Matching 

(A�� , Bº); (A�� , B»); (A�� , B�); (A�� , B�); (A�· , B·); (A·� , B¸) (M¹, M¹) 

(A�� , B»); (A�� , B�); (A�� , B�); (A�� , B·); (A�· , Bº); (A·� , B¹) (M¸, M¸) 

(A�� , B»); (A�� , B¹); (A�� , B¸); (A�� , B�); (A�· , B·); (A·� , B�); (Mº, Mº) 

(A�� , B�); (A�� , B»); (A�� , B·); (A�� , B�); (A�· , Bº); (A·� , B¹); (B¸, B¸) 

Stable or not No Yes No Yes 

Total satisfaction 13.9122 13.9428 14.7242 13.9428 
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Table 5. Comparison the results of matching algorithms in Scenario (c). 

Algorithms 

Results 

Random matching 

algorithm 

"F-Y" algorithm (ØÙ = Ú, ØÛ = Ü3 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching 

algorithm (without stability constraints) 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching 

algorithm (with stability constraints) 

Matching 

2J��, M·3; 2J��, M�3; 2J�� , M�3; 2J��, Mº3; 2J�·, M¹3; 2J·� , M¸3 2M», M»3 

2J��, M»3; 2J��, M·3; 2J�� , M�3; 2J��, M�3; 2J�·, Mº3; 2J·� , M¹3 2M¸, M¸3 

2J��, M�3; 2J��, M»3; 2J�� , M¸3; 2J��, M�3; 2J�·, M·3; 2J·� , Mº3; 2M¹, M¹3 

2J��, M�3; 2J��, M»3; 2J�� , M·3; 2J��, M�3; 2J�·, Mº3; 2J·� , M¹3; 2M¹, M¹3 
Stable or not No No Yes Yes 

Total satisfaction 20.2765 21.0559 22.3788 21.7900 

Table 6. Comparison the results of matching algorithms in Scenario (d). 

Algorithms 

Results 

Random matching 

algorithm 

"F-Y" algorithm 2ØÙ = Ú, ØÛ = Ü3 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching 

algorithm (without stability constraints) 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching 

algorithm (with stability constraints) 

Matching 

2A�� , B¹3; 2A�� , B»3; 2A�� , B�3; 2A�� , B�3; 2A�· , B·3; 2A·� , B¸3 2Mº, Mº3 

2J��, M»3; 2J��, M·3; 2J�� , M�3; 2J��, M�3; 2J�·, Mº3; 2J·� , M¹3 2M¸, M¸3 

2A�� , B¹3; 2A�� , B»3; 2A�� , B¸3; 2A�� , B�3; 2A�· , B·3; 2A·� , Bº3; 2M�, M�3 

2A�� , B�3; 2A�� , B»3; 2A�� , B·3; 2A�� , Bº3; 2A�· , B�3; 2A·� , B¹3; 2M¸, M¸3 

Stable or not No No No Yes 

Total satisfaction 21.6092 21.0678 22.3386 21.8095 

 

6.2. Discussions 

In this section, the merits of the four algorithms was 

discussed firstly, and then discuss the possibility of applying 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching algorithm for regional 

medical resources matching management and address some 

practical problems that may arise when implementing the 

results. The multi-scenarios dynamic matching algorithm is 

general and efficient, can be applied to a wide range of 

Hierarchical Treatment Systems. Comparison the results 

about total satisfaction and stability of matching algorithms 

are showed in Figure 6 and Table 7.  

 
Figure 6. Comparison the results about total satisfaction. 

Table 7. Comparison the results about stability. 

Stable or not 
Random matching 

algorithm 

"F-Y" matching 

algorithm 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching 

algorithm (without stability constraints) 

multi-scenarios dynamic matching 

algorithm (with stability constraints) 

Scenario (a) No Yes No Yes 

Scenario (b) No Yes No Yes 

Scenario (c) No No Yes Yes 

Scenario (d) No No No Yes 

 

To solve the problem of medical resource matching in 

Hierarchical Treatment Systems, the result of the random 

matching algorithm is the worst: total satisfaction is often the 

lowest (14.1181, 13.9122, 20.2765, and 21.6092), and there 

exists µ- hinder matching pair leading to unstable matching. 

Therefore, the solution to this problem must be optimized by 

scientific management methods, and this is why this problem 

is worth researching. 

Scenario (A) and (b) all are easy scenarios, and the results 

of "F-Y" matching algorithm are the same as the algorithm in 

these two scenarios. However, in complex scenarios (c) and 

(d), linear weighting is used to transform the multi-objective 
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problem into a single objective scheme in "F-Y" matching 

algorithm. The result is that it will be unsolvable if add a stable 

constraint, on the other way, there will exist µ- Hinder 

matching pair when it removes the stability constraint.  

Multi-scenarios dynamic matching algorithm for 

hierarchical treatment system presented in this article is a 

possible idea of innovation. It takes the power-balance into 

consider between superior hospitals and subordinate hospitals 

in different scenarios, get a dynamic balance results, more in 

line with the reality, is feasible. In addition, this algorithm is 

analyzed from two situations: without stability constraints and 

with stability constraints. In all four scenarios, the results 

show that the total matching satisfaction value is higher when 

there without stability constraints. These results also prove 

that the stability constraint will sacrifice the unilateral 

satisfaction of some subjects. Stability is the result of multiple 

compromises.  

The feasibility of different scenarios and dynamic balance 

resulting are the major practical considerations. In fact, to 

implement the results of this approach, the relative strength 

between superior hospitals and subordinate hospitals was 

required to determine. This concerns the government regulation, 

hospital quantity in two types, benefits distribution and other 

factors in practice. In addition, the strict orders of each other are 

also necessary, and these can be obtained by a questionnaire 

survey. Hence, only is required to sort the preference data as the 

input, and use this algorithm to develop heuristic optimization 

program, hospitals can get a stable and optimal matching 

program. If a reasonable solution cannot be finding, then need 

to re-investigate the preference sequence data. 

The actual problems that may emerge at this stage include 

changes in referral methods, dynamic changes of admission 

capacity in superior hospitals and subordinate hospitals, and 

other uncertainties. Each of these has to be determined 

according to local conditions. However, experience has shown 

that flexibility is usually present when the benefits of change 

are emphasized. 

This algorithm does not consider uncertainty and 

contingencies that is, uncertainty about acceptable capacity 

and other elements in the model. In addition, this paper set 

the admission number of superior hospitals based on 

projected load, rather than adaptively responding to the 

observed load. 

7. Conclusions 

This paper showed a Multi-scenarios dynamic matching 

algorithm for hierarchical treatment system by modifying 

comprehensive satisfaction integration function and 

differential adjustment function. This paper concentrated on 

the stability and total satisfaction goals of system matching.  

The proposed multi-scenarios dynamic matching algorithm 

is suitable for referral matching in different situations. Based 

on the unilateral satisfaction, comprehensive satisfaction of 

both sides, and stability constraints, the 1-n matching model of 

multi-scenarios is constructed, and the matching scheme will 

be obtained after the model is solved. Compare with the 

random matching algorithm and "F-Y" matching algorithm 

(improved GS algorithm), this method is intuitive and 

adaptable, and can be used in Multi-scenarios, the total 

comprehensive satisfaction is scientifically, it is worth 

mentioning that the stability of multi-scenarios dynamic 

matching algorithm (with stability constraints) is the best one. 

The simulation results show that the algorithm proposed in 

this paper is more practical.  

This method serves as a decision-making reference for the 

bilateral matching encountered in the problem of “hierarchical 

treatment system” around the world. However, most of the 

participants in a hierarchical treatment system are limited 

rational and incomplete information owner, their decision is 

not entirely rational but has a certain degree of randomness. In 

addition, the uncertainty of the system environment and 

individual capacity is also challenging the management 

mechanism. These are important directions for future 

research. 
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